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TOWN OF WARNER – PLANNING BOARD 
Working Session Meeting Minutes 

March 16, 2015 7:00 PM 

Warner Town Hall, Lower Level 
 

Members Present: Chairman Rick Davies, Barbara Annis, Don Hall, Ken 

Milender, Ben Frost, Aedan Sherman Vice Chairman 

Absent: Selectmens Representative Clyde Carson, David Hartman Selectmens 

Representative Alternate 

Land Use Secretary: Lois Lord 

1. OPEN MEETING AT 7:05 PM 

2. ROLL CALL 

Chairman Rick Davies opened the meeting and the roll call was taken.  

Rick Davies mentioned that Susan Roths’ name was not called for roll call because she has submitted a 

resignation (which hasn’t been accepted by the Board of Selectmen yet so she is technically still on the 

board). The acceptance of her resignation is on the agenda for the 3/17 Board of Selectmen meeting. 

3. COMMUNICATIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS 

Rick Davies stated he had some FYI items to mention to the Planning Board. 

Rick said that at the Town Meeting, Barbara Annis brought up the sale of the old proposed fire station 

land. That rolls into another item which is the purchase of another proposed lot for the fire station. RSA 

41-14A requires the Planning Board to give their recommendation to either a sale or a purchase of land 

prior to a public hearing. He passed around a copy of the RSA to the Planning Board members to read.  

Barbara Annis said it is pretty explicit and says that they have to have the recommendations, there 

needs to be two public hearings, they can’t be closer than 10 days apart or more than 14 days apart. 

Rick Davies said it is not in our Planning and Land Use RSA book and feels it should be. Ben Frost 

said he would make a recommendation that it be added to the book. 

Rick Davies said it will be on the next meetings agenda and was just given to him on this day.  It has 

not been signed by the Board of Selectmen. There is not enough information for the Planning Board to 

make a determination on it. 

Rick Davies stated, regarding applications for members of the Planning Board, we have received an 

application for James Gaffney who some of us have seen at Town Meeting and he was here for the 

Public Hearing on the Water Protection Ordinance. The reason he is bringing it up is that in our Rules 

of Procedure it says The Planning Board may recommend to the Board of Selectmen suitable 

candidates to serve as members, and the same language is there for alternates. It doesn’t say we have to 

make a recommendation and it is the decision of the Board of Selectmen to make an appointment.  

Rick Davies said he always interpreted that to mean that if the Planning Board knew someone, they 

could pass that information on to the Board of Selectmen, as opposed to being a “clearing house” to 

approve or not approve a candidate. He stated that last year the Zoning Board had two candidates and 

the Board of Selectmen suggested that the Zoning Board interview them to make sure the candidates 

knew what to expect. He suggested that the Board of Selectmen may make that recommendation with 

this candidate. He was not going to ask the Planning Board to make a motion on it tonight.  Barbara 

Annis said she would like to talk to the candidate and Rick said that will be up to the Board of 

Selectmen. 
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Rick Davies stated that the four Zoning Ordinance articles passed which is everything that was put on 

the ballot (clarification made when transcribing these minutes that it was actually five). Some passed 

by 66% up to a high of 82% for the new Zoning District Map.  He said that Lois Lord is updating the 

Ordinance document and that he has a copy of the map to make the annotations that were part of the 

Warrant Article. Central Regional Planning has said they will update it for us. Barbara Annis asked if 

we need to send a copy of the map to the OEP now that it’s been updated and changed. Rick Davies 

said it hasn’t been updated and that part of the Warrant Article was to make the changes once it passed. 

There are a couple of small corrections and when it’s finalized, it may make sense to send it to the 

OEP.   He then asked the Planning Board if they had any recommendations or wanted to review it after 

he makes the changes. The consensus was that it was not necessary for any other members to review it.  

Ben Frost asked Rick if, once it’s complete, they could get a high resolution PDF of the map from 

Central NH Regional. Rick said there is something on the town website and Ben said he didn’t know if 

that one was of a high enough resolution. Rick then stated that he can’t email the map as the file is too 

big and might be 15 megabytes in size.  

Rick Davies then stated that Aedan Sherman is taking a respite from being a Planning Board member 

and will not be requesting reappointment. Rick asked Aedan to note that he is still a member until 

someone is appointed to take his place.  There was discussion on this law with Barbara Annis saying 

she had spoken against it. Aedan said it is very loosely written and can be interpreted in a different way 

to mean that he has the option of staying on as a member. Ben Frost stated that the purpose of that 

statutory change was to allow for hold over members and gave the example of being a tenant in an 

apartment after your lease is expired. You can be charged rent from month to month even if you don’t 

have a lease. This is for those situations when the town can’t find someone and they need that one 

member to make a quorum.  

Rick Davies mentioned the documents that had been passed out tonight, Home Occupation 

Application, Use Permit and Sign Permit, were for the next meeting. Since the ordinance changed he 

feels the Planning Board should help the Board of Selectmen out with the Sign Permit and the Planning 

Board is now responsible for Home Occupation permits.   

4. OEP and LES Conferences 

Rick Davies stated that an email had been sent out regarding these conferences, the websites and 

payment options. He said typically the town has footed the bill. LES is the Local Energy Solutions 

conference which is this next Saturday, the 21
st
.  He said he went last year and it is very informative. 

He then spoke on the OEP conference which is May the 2
nd

 in Concord and stated there is really good 

information at this conference as to how things happen. He said that he and Barbara keep relearning 

things and there is always something new to learn each year. 

Barbara Annis said that she enjoys Ben Frosts presentations at the conference as he brings them up to 

date. She has also been to hear Sylvia speak and she is very good as well and has spoken on how to 

color code plans which the Planning Board did do for a while. Barbara said when you color code a 

plan, a subdivision with the streams on it and the roads and everything; it brings it out so it’s more 

easily understood. Rick Davies asked her to take good notes and we could possibly do that. There was 

some discussion on what sessions looked helpful and interesting and that every year there is all new 

material. 

5. TRAFFIC COUNT PROGRAM 

Rick Davies asked Aedan Sherman to update the Planning Board on the Traffic Count Program and 

made sure that all of the board members had a copy of Aedans handout. Aedan stated that he hadn’t 

gotten much further than where he was at the meeting with Dean Williams. He had wanted to meet 

with Matt Waite who is no longer in the Public Works Director position. Rick Davies clarified that Tim 

Allen is now the acting Public Works Director.  

Aedan Sherman said that he went to the Board of Selectmen meeting on March 7
th

, after the February 
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11
th

 Planning Board meeting. He proposed the Traffic Counting Program to them and Allen Brown 

supplied feedback regarding the maps and the list from the state. It’s incorrect data - some of the state 

DOT counts aren’t on the map and some of the ones that are shown as the towns requested counts are 

actually state counts. This was discussed for a while and it was decided that Allen will supply Aedan 

with information regarding the inconsistencies. Aedan can then talk to Dean Williams and get an 

updated, more accurate list of the town and the state counts.  

Aedan Sherman then gave a brief synopsis of the meeting that was held with Dean Williams February 

11
th

, regarding the Traffic Count Program. He explained the plan is to include four or five streets that 

are major feeders, two or three non-primary feeders and two or three wild cards. He said he had looked 

at a map and picked five major feeders in the town.  Route 103 will be counted by the state with their 

rotating program.  Rick Davies asked if anyone had any suggestions on another primary road. Aedan 

Sherman said this is where he was hoping to get Allen Browns feedback as he is a very good resource 

due to his many years as the Public Works Director.  

Aedan Sherman stated he would like to come up with a long term plan, so that every three years we can 

count on this data. Every year we would have an extra two or three counts to play with if we see a 

development coming in somewhere.  

Rick Davies said, in thinking ahead, that Dean Williams mentioned that early in April is when they 

would like to receive the towns’ requests for counts. He asked the Planning Board if they thought they 

could make a recommendation for their list tonight and Aedan Sherman said he thought it could be 

done tonight.  Rick asked Aedan if he would be willing to meet with Tim Allen and/or Allen Brown to 

fine tune the program and Aedan agreed to that. 

It was decided to start with Aedans list of primary location counts. Rick Davies asked him for an 

illustration of a non-primary feeder and asked if it is a cross road like Mason. Don Hall suggested 

Denny Hill and School Street could be considered non-primary feeders because traffic can go either 

way to get to Pumpkin Hill road. Aedan Sherman stated that the primary ones were where traffic from 

other towns enters into Warner and roads that are used to commute to other places. The secondary ones 

would be off of the primary ones, or roads that get heavy traffic that aren’t meant for heavy traffic.  

Rick Davies asked if there were any roads that we knew we wanted to use for the wildcards for this 

year. Aedan Sherman said he would want to have the top two roads that we think we may be replacing 

in the future. Or we could put in counts anywhere down at Exit 9 to give us a lead as to what traffic 

may generate with any new businesses. Aedan said he doesn’t remember what was done for the traffic 

circle project as to how many counts and their location. Barbara Annis clarified this by saying we had 

one at Stevens Brook to count traffic coming in to town and one at the Park and Ride to see who was 

turning in there versus who was going to Market Basket. Aedan Sherman said he knows it’s going to 

be tough this summer to get counts in that area with the traffic circle project going on.  

Don Hall said you also have Old Warner road with Madgetech sitting on it and it’s the back way to 

Contoocook as well as 103, and Pleasant Lake going to Contoocook that way. Rick Davies said we did 

do some counts at Pleasant Lake last year. Barbara Annis said Don Hall has some good points because 

we have gotten some complaints just over the line in Contoocook because the Bus Barn goes down to 

Cloughs to get fuel. That is residential in Hopkinton but commercial in Warner. Don Hall said there 

has been increased traffic from the Bus Barn because they were originally to have 6 buses and now 

they have 12 or 14. There was discussion and clarification of what counts had been done in that area 

recently which led to talk of the issue of discrepancies within the documents that were handed out by 

Dean Williams. Aedan Sherman again stated that this caused confusion in the meeting that he had with 

the Board of Selectmen. 

Rick Davies asked Ben Frost, in his role with the CIP, if he knew what roads were going to be tackled 

for repairs next. Waldron Hill is going to be repaired this year and the next one would be a continuation 

of the repairs on Red Chimney that were started last year.  
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Don Hall asked about Iron Kettle because it loops into Red Chimney. It was stated that a count was 

done on Joppa Road, east of Red Chimney Road and Iron Kettle road junction. Aedan Sherman said 

that was one of the ones that Allen Brown talked about and is a state count. He recounted that Dean 

Williams had spoken to the counts done on bridges which the state tends to do. Rick Davies mentioned 

another Red Chimney count being west of NH 103 and is that close enough to the area we’re talking 

about? Barbara Annis stated the count was 133 cars which is not much.  

There was discussion regarding the poor state of Pleasant Pond road. Rick Davies mentioned Pleasant 

Pond, west of route 103 was done last year and Pleasant Pond at Hopkinton town line was done two 

years ago. 

Rick Davies asked what hadn’t been done for a while and stated that a lot of Pumpkin Hill was done 

two years ago so if we are creating a three year cycle it might be a candidate for next year. Aedan 

Sherman said that Pumpkin Hill is on his primary list. 

The Planning Board discussed Roslyn and Geneva streets which both come off of Kearsarge Mt road, 

and if it would make sense to do a count on Geneva where it comes out to Route 103 across from the 

old grade school. Rick Davies asked about the Safe Routes to School project and if it was ongoing or 

completed. Ben Frost said it was done and no longer exists at the federal level and it’s up to the DOT to 

decide if it wants to do it statewide. The Safe Routes to School project was part of having a count on 

Geneva Street in the past. It was noted that count was not shown on the documents and Aedan Sherman 

stated that Allen Brown said the state count document that was provided by Dean Williams is missing 

quite a few counts.  

Rick Davies mentioned that Depot Street hasn’t been done in a long time and questioned the Exit Road 

at Transfer Station count, as to what it is. It was determined that it is the driveway to the Transfer 

Station.  He asked the Planning Board if we should have a count done to capture traffic going in and 

out of the Transfer Station and it was decided to add that to the list. After discussion regarding whether 

it should be done at the intersection with Route 103 or further up on the driveway, it was decided to 

have it done directly outside the gate to the Transfer Station. Rick Davies stated that it’s not necessarily 

a road maintenance location but it would be helpful to get a count for that area. 

Barbara Annis stated that between the state count and the town one, there are duplicates but the 

numbers aren’t the same and gave an example of that. Aedan Sherman said that Allen had mentioned 

that in the meeting with the Board of Selectmen. Ben Frost questioned if it could be due to different 

counts done in the same year, at different times. Further discussion was had as to why the numbers 

differed and that it would be good to know the reasons. Rick Davies made the point that is a good 

reason to get it cleaned up and get a traffic counting cycle in place. It was also mentioned that the 

counts should include the date they were done on. Ken Millender said that information is available but 

it was felt it wouldn’t be useful to the town.  

Rick Davies asked what had not been counted recently and mentioned Mason Hill Rd.  Don Hall 

mentioned Couchtown and it was noted that it had been counted last year and Rick Davies stated that 

Pattee Hill hadn’t been counted recently but it’s a relatively new and short road. Aedan Sherman 

mentioned that Dustin Rd hadn’t been done since 2006. Ben Frost said he was wondering that the 

benefit is to Warner to do Dustin Rd as a very short portion of it is in Warner. Rick Davies asked for 

clarification as to where Dustin is located. 

Ben Frost brought up Bean Rd and the fact that it’s never been counted. Some discussion was held on 

where and how often counts had been done on North Village Rd and the fact that Bean Rd is gravel on 

one end and the count would need to be done on the paved end. 

Aedan Sherman stated that as part of looking at what hasn’t been done in a while, how do we want to 

start developing the traffic count. He asked if everyone was in agreement on the five primary roads he 

had chosen. Barbara Annis questioned Newmarket and asked where on Newmarket a count would be 

done, to which Aedan responded close to Rt 103 on the Waterloo end. Ken Millender pointed out that 
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the state did a count there because of the Waterloo covered bridge. According to federal funding, the 

state has to keep track of all bridges. It was decided there would be no benefit to having a count done 

on Newmarket Rd.  

Barbara Annis said that on Kearsarge Mt Rd she would have the count done by the village and not 

higher up. Discussion ensued as to the cars that cut across Geneva from Kearsarge to go to the Exit 9 

area and where would be the best place on Kearsarge to have counts done. It was decided that one 

count should be done down near Simonds School and one should be done at the end of Geneva St just 

off of Rt 103. 

Counts done on Schoodac road at the Webster town line and possibly east and west of 89 were 

discussed.  There was differing information regarding this in the documents provided by Dean 

Williams. Retreat Rd was mentioned along with the fact that now that the road has been improved, it is 

being used more and a count might need to be done on it.  

Aedan Sherman redirected the conversation to the primary roads he has listed and asked the Planning 

Board about Schoodac Rd and where the count should be done.  Discussion was held on whether or not 

Rt 89 information was necessary to capture and if one count should be done on Schoodac and one on 

Poverty Plains Rd to pick up traffic going out to Rt 127. It was pointed out that one was done on 

Poverty Plains Rd, just east of Schoodac last year. Schoodac by Mason Hill was suggested.  

Rick Davies asked Aedan Sherman how he saw the three year cycle working on Schoodac Rd, if a 

count would be done on that road each year but on a different spot. Aedan replied that he wouldn’t do it 

in different spots but would do one east of 89 and one west of 89 every three years at the same spot. 

That way you would get everyone coming into town from Schoodac and Rt 89 and you could also defer 

from that how many people come off of Rt 89 and turn left and how many turn right. It was done last 

year but on the three year cycle, could be done next in 2017. 

It was clarified that tonight’s effort was to come up with the core counts for this year, but not the entire 

cycle program as there would not be enough time to do that.  In lieu of that, it was decided that 

Schoodac Rd would not be included in the count for 2015. 

North Road was then discussed and it was determined that it was done 2 years ago and that it turns into 

gravel pretty quickly. Ken Millender said he didn’t think it made any sense to have it done anywhere 

but near the Police Station as there is no way off of it. Aedan Sherman said North Rd would be good to 

get school traffic and Rick Davies said that was done two years ago.  

Aedan stated that Dean Williams had brought up the fact that counts could be done when school is in 

session or not in session. Ben Frost said it would be helpful to know what time of year the last count on 

North Rd was done and perhaps do the opposite. Rick Davies said we could do another count on North 

Rd as it’s a candidate for expansion of the commercial district if someone comes in and wants to 

develop that 100 acre lot. 

Aedan Sherman suggested that a count be done on North Rd right at Rt 103. Ben Frost said that a count 

done at that spot, would only differ from the latest one (done 2 years ago) in whether or not it was done 

when school was in session and what the traffic on Split Rock is. Rick Davies asked if we should ask 

for it to be done in two different times. Ben Frost said it would be good to compare and to have the 

opposite time done this year (school in session vs. not in session).  

Barbara Annis said that North Rd has commercial lots on it and Rick Davies said you never know 

when something is going to “spring” and we need to have an exaction fee or number of parking spaces 

or similar information.  Barbara then asked where it would be done, if it would be above the elderly 

housing or on Rt 103 by the Police Station. Aedan Sherman said Barbara had a good point and his 

recommendation would be to do it above the Police Station. He stated that if you do it at Rt 103, you 

will get the traffic going in and out of the Police Station using North Rd. It was decided to have the 

count done on North Rd at the same place it was done for the last count. 
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Discussion ensued on North Village Rd which had counts done  in 2013 and 2014 and the fact there 

will be work done off of it on Waldron Hill. Don Hall asked about East Sutton Rd from Rt 103 to the 

Sutton town line and that it encompasses going through North Rd. Rick Davies asked if we should add 

it because we didn’t have a count on it, and it was noted that six of the houses on it are in Warner.  

Ben Frost questioned the map showing East Sutton Rd being a state road after it crosses into Sutton. 

Rick Davies said part of Pumpkin Hill shows a similar coding and it was determined that it’s a compact 

road, meaning the state maintains it in summer and the town maintains it in winter.  Don Hall said he 

questioned whether the state would do the count on the compact part of a road.  

Ben Frost asked if Burnt Hill Rd was all gravel and Barbara Annis said it is, except down near Burnt 

Hill Court. Rick Davies asked if that is something that would be of benefit to us and Aedan Sherman 

said it is closed in the winter time. Ben Frost said it’s never been counted but perhaps it’s somewhat of 

a wild card.  

Rick Davies mentioned connector roads such as Mason Hill, Couchtown and Connors Mills and did 

they have any need to be counted. Aedan Sherman said Couchtown would be good and Rick replied 

that it was counted last year north of Schoodac Rd. He then suggested Mason Hill, east of Pumpkin 

Hill Rd as it was done in 2012 and this would be the third year. It was agreed to add Mason Hill to the 

list for the count. 

Rick Davies then asked about Connors Mills Rd, mentioned that it turns into gravel and Don Hall said 

it goes through to Webster. Rick noted there is a bridge there and Don said that bridge was replaced a 

few years ago, is the towns bridge and there are two feeder roads that go into it. It was decided to have 

a count done on Connor Rd by the bridge.  

North Village Rd was discussed again and the fact that due to construction being done on Waldron Hill 

which is off of North Village, the numbers of a count would be distorted.  Rick Davies mentioned that 

Ben Frost had suggested Bean Rd which is paved by the Covered Bridge and by the town beach at the 

other end but the middle is gravel.  

Barbara Annis stated we needed to speak with Tim Allen to see where he’s at with paving. Aedan 

Sherman said it’s one of those things that go along with what Rick Davies says. We’ll get our list of ten 

for this year, prioritize them and then he (Aedan) will sit down with Tim Allen, take his prioritized list 

and Allen Browns input and intermingle them. Rick Davies said, that in theory is how it’s supposed to 

work and other people may have better input that we don’t have yet, i.e. the paving schedule which the 

Board of Selectmen have the final say on. 

Aedan Sherman then said he will use the three lists from the Planning Board, Tim Allen, and Allen 

Brown, to come up with a long term plan for next year. 

Rick Davies asked if we should do a count on Bean Rd and Don Hall asked if it would be on the 

reservoir road or through to Newmarket at the covered bridge. More discussion occurred as to other 

locations on Bean Rd that might be suitable for a count and what locations the state counts. It was 

decided that the count on Bean Rd will be done on North Village Rd near the dam. 

Rick Davies stated there were three more counts to put on the list and asked for ideas.  Aedan Sherman 

asked about doing a count on Pleasant Pond, there had been one done in 2011, 2012 and 2014. Rick 

Davies asked if he meant at Rt 103, more inboard or both and discussion was held on doing both 

locations and that there was a much higher count at one. He said that’s one of the roads that he knows 

to be on the list to be worked on at some point. Barbara Annis said that a count had been done on 

Pleasant Pond; west of Rt 103 last year and to the Contoocook town line in 2013. Since this count was 

done so recently, they may not do it again. Rick Davies asked if its gravel near the town line and that 

was confirmed.   

Chalk Pond was discussed for potentially future development as it has good access to Rt 89. Rick 

Davies suggested putting in a count for Pleasant Pond at the town line and that last year’s count was 
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west of Rt 103. It was decided to have a count done at Pleasant Pond, west of Rt 103. 

Rick then mentioned there were two more counts to decide on and asked about Pumpkin Hill Rd and 

the location over Willow Brook and wondered about that location versus Bartlett Loop and Mason Hill 

Rd. Don Hall said that Willow Brook runs alongside of Pumpkin Hill Rd.  He mentioned that a count 

on Pumpkin Hill at the Salisbury town line had not been done for three years.  

Don Hall mentioned Denny Hill off of Rt 103 by his house and Barbara Annis house and that there is a 

lot of traffic coming off of Rt 103 to take Denny Hill as a shortcut. It was noted that Old Main was 

done last year but that is a very short street. Rick Davies suggested doing a count on Denny Hill by 

Pine Rock Manor and Don Hall said if you go beyond David Hartman’s house you would pick up 

traffic from School St as well.   

Two years ago a count was done at Bartlett and Mason off of Denny but nothing had been done in that 

area. Discussion ensued regarding different locations in that area and that the bridge on School St. is on 

the state count cycle. A count on Denny Hill, east of Pine Rock Manor was decided on to add to the 

list.  

Rick Davies stated that, looking at semi well-traveled roads that haven’t been done in three years, there 

is Mason Hill Rd and Melvin Rd. Ben Frost said we hadn’t chosen anything out by Melvin Rd. and 

Ken Millender said that the state does do Melvin Rd over the Warner River. The Planning Board 

decided to do a count at Mason Hill Rd, east of Pumpkin Hill Rd.  

Rick Davies asked Aedan Sherman if he was going to put the list together and give it to the Board of 

Selectmen’s office and Aedan responded that he would talk to Tim Allen and give the list to Jim 

Bingham for the Board of Selectmen. 

Don Hall stated that Tim Allen knows the town but he strongly suggests that Allen Brown be involved. 

He also said it would give Tim a good chance to get a handle on things and get initiated into the 

program.  

Rick Davies asked about the list of counts that had been arrived at and Aedan Sherman said he would 

email a copy of his list to Lois Lord for the Land Use Office records. Aedan Sherman read the list as 

follows: 

1. Exit road at the Transfer Station gate 

2. Kearsarge Mountain Road at Simonds School 

3. Geneva Street at Route 103 

4. North Road at Route 103 the opposite time of the year from previous count, same location as before 

5. Mason Hill Road at Pumpkin Hill Road 

6. Connors Mill Road at bridge 

7. Bean Road at North Village Road 

8. Pleasant Pond Road, west of Route 103 by Warner Storage  

9. Denny Hill Road, east of Pine Rock Manor 

10. Mason Hill Road at Pumpkin Hill 

Rick Davies made a MOTION to accept the Traffic Count locations as listed; motion was seconded 

by Don Hall. All in favor with a vote of 6-0-0. 

6. UPDATE AND REVIEW CORRESPONDENCE – COMPLIANCE WITH 

APPROVED PLANS OF COMPLETED SUBDIVISION AND SITE PROJECTS 

NICHOLSON - Rick Davies stated that a letter had been sent to Mr. Nicholson and we are awaiting a 

response.  

EGAN/PLASS 

Rick Davies stated that Ken Milender is an abutter so he would recuse himself from the discussion. 

He confirmed that everyone had a copy of the email sent to and received from Bill Watson at the DOT. 
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Rick said there was a letter to Bill Watson at the DOT and an email that was just passed out. He 

mentioned the email being from Rich Radwanski and said that he’s doesn’t know if he understands 

what Mr. Radwanski is getting at.  

Rick Davies stated that there is one parcel that was purchased by Ken Milender and has an approved 

driveway which is not what is being talked about here. The driveway being talked about is in the center 

of the three driveways and the future fire station entrance road by the rail fence is currently there. He 

asked for clarification from the Planning Board members that this information is correct.  

The piece of property in the middle with the two driveways and the issue that there are still two 

driveways when one was supposed to have been closed off is what is in question. Rick Davies then 

read from the email from Rich Radwanski as follows: 

We have looked into this concern and, as suspected, there has been no activity on 

this parcel that would require the owner to meet the permit specifications.  

Rick then discussed with the Planning Board the requirement to meet the specifications, which was the 

subdivision itself and the conditions of approval. Aedan Sherman said perhaps it’s because Mr. 

Radwanski has not seen the subdivision conditions and he’s not aware of that fact. 

Rick Davies asked if it is Rich Radwanskis concern or is it more of our concern. Ben Frost said it’s not 

the states, it is strictly ours and the state does not really care about subdivision, they only care about the 

driveway permit. Aedan Sherman asked if on the driveway permit, there was any reference to it having 

to do with a subdivision.  

Barbara Annis said there were two driveway permits issued and there are three lots. Driveway one is a 

shared driveway between lots 2 and 3. This is completely separate and there is no problem with it. The 

Planning Boards Notice of Decision mentions two driveway permits. Rick Davies asked what the 

intention was, was it the driveway that is closest to downtown that was to be blocked or the other one. 

Barbara clarified that it was the other one.  

Aedan Sherman said the state is looking at it as, the subdivision happened, there has not been any 

actual construction so there’s no need to change it. Their threshold is that no ground has been broken so 

nothing has to be done.  

Rick Davies continued to read from the email: 

The permit at this time is expired.  The existing house and horseshoe driveway has 

been in existence for decades and we really have no leverage to require the closing 

of one of the driveways until such time as they change the use of the property.  

At that time Barbara Annis interjected that there has been a change. The garage was converted into a 

garage and an apartment so therefore there has been a change. She said we don’t know how many 

people live in the house or the apartment.  

Rick Davies asked what the intention was for when the driveway was to be closed off, immediately at 

the decision time or in the future. Barbara Annis said they only have two driveway permits. Aedan 

Sherman said he thought it was immediately, that it was the elimination of one for the subdivision to be 

approved.  

Rick Davies read from the Notice of Decision Conditions of Approval: 

3. Shared driveway easement for existing house 

and said that if that had been embellished a little bit it would have said what Aedan just stated. Aedan 

Sherman said he believes that was the intention.  

 

Rick Davies then read from the meeting minutes from the Planning Board meeting on 6/7/10 as stated 

by Mr. Plass: 

at this time the property is serviced by two driveways with a circular drive 
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configuration in meeting with DOT it was found that DOT requires the driveway to 

the north be closed off. 

Rick stated that is exactly what Barbara Annis had mentioned and that is a decision requirement. Aedan 

Sherman asked if the Planning Board should give Mr. Radwanski more information such as the Notice 

of Decision and the Meeting Minutes. He doesn’t know if the DOT was informed of the reason for the 

driveway permit at the time it was issued and if it is expired, does the state have any legal pull. 

Rick Davies said that if it’s expired, and Mr. Radwanski is saying they don’t have any authority to do 

anything with it, it sounds like the state is pushing it aside and are not going to be helpful. The 

Planning Board was in agreement.  

Rick Davies said it would seem logical to send a letter to the owner of the property, asking why the 

provisions of the Notice of Decision were never met. Barbara Annis again made the point that the use 

had changed. Aedan Sherman stated that he would like to give the state another chance, show them the 

Notice of Decision and inform them that the driveway permit was necessary to make the subdivision 

happen. Rick said to recap those milestones and send it back to the DOT in a letter format.  

There was discussion regarding the impact of the proposed Fire Station on that piece of land and the 

driveways. Rick Davies asked why they required a shared driveway in the first place. Barbara Annis 

said that at Town Meeting Allan Brown had mentioned talking to the state, regarding the new Fire 

Station, wanting three driveways and the state said no. Aedan Sherman said the line of sight there is 

bad. Don Hall said the state is not going to deny the Fire Station.  

Aedan Sherman said the bigger thing he sees, is the validity of the subdivision if this condition of the 

approval is not met. Rick Davies said it would affect only this part of the subdivision, not the rest of it. 

He surmised that with the proposed Fire Station, it would be logical to have a shared driveway because 

the driveway coming from the Fire Station is going to be flared out and bigger than a typical driveway. 

Having two side by side would be bad and it would need to be shared. 

Don Hall stated that there is another way to look at this. There were two victims at this spot, now we’re 

talking about combining a residential driveway and a town facility driveway which is not the best 

scenario. Rick Davies made the point that it would not be good regardless of whether the residents are 

coming out onto 103 or onto a shared driveway. Don Hall said that two driveways might be best in this 

situation. Further discussion was held on the driveways, what the best scenario would be for the Fire 

Station and the nearby residence, and how it would be reconfigured given that the new Fire Station is 

built there. Rick Davies said that Dons point is valid. Things might change in the future so we may 

request compliance with something that has not been done for 5-6 years, and then find out it makes 

sense to do what they’re doing. Does it make sense to wait for some initial design information on the 

Fire Station? Right now, the town voted to raise money for the Capital Reserve Fund for purchase of 

land and some initial design work, to make the original building plan work on this site. Don Hall said 

they are going to take the original concept that they applied to the first piece of land, and see how it 

retrofits to the new piece of land.  

Rick Davies asked the Planning Board if it made sense to put the brakes on this right now and if 

something else happens, approach it then which could be three months down the road. Barbara Annis 

stated they only have permission for two driveways on those three lots and Rick Davies said he agrees 

but is wondering if things are going to change.  

There was discussion on the legality issues with the Planning Board and one of the conditions of the 

approval not being met. If there are no legal issues there’s no reason why this can’t be tabled. The 

biggest issue is the legality for the Planning Board and whether it will take Town Counsel to figure that 

out. The Planning Board could let some initial things settle, and if engineers start getting involved, the 

Planning Board could point them in the direction, saying, in theory there is shared access here.  

Don Hall said that at least we have something to show them and how they incorporate it into their 

overall picture is up to them. Rick Davies said we could also send a letter to the owner of the property, 
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stating that there may be a different situation developing because of the Fire Station design. Don Hall 

said he thought that would be a fair way to do it.  

Aedan Sherman said again he would almost put that as our number 2 action and have our number 1-A 

be sending the Notice of Design to Rich Radwanski and 1-B sending the Notice of Design, the states 

email, and our concerns of legality to Town Counsel. Rick Davies suggested we send it to the state 

before we spend legal money. 

Ben Frost stated he thought that was an appropriate first step. He guess is that they will say that it’s not 

their deal. He believes that the third lot is probably entitled to a driveway permit even if the 2010 

permit is expired, based upon how the board rendered it’s decision and the way  the DOT grants 

driveway permits. Ben Frost said that the owner of Lot 20 is not in a very strong position to maintain 

that driveway. If DOT says that it’s not their issue, then the Planning Board should send a letter to the 

owner of Lot 20, pointing out the condition of approval and that they are presently in violation of that 

condition but the Planning Board is not pursuing any enforcement action. He suggests we encourage 

them to work with the town as they do the engineering on the Fire Station site. 

Rick Davies stated that, in summary, Ben is thinking two steps, one being the DOT as a formality and 

the second step as stated. Barbara Annis said that she thinks that by explaining it to the DOT it might 

help them make that decision. Ben Frost said the owners of Lot 20 will have to abandon that driveway 

and that it’s pretty clear on the drawing and the Notice of Decision. 

Barbara Annis said that she would include the Notice of Decision and the drawing with the note on it 

that the driveway is to be removed to the DOT. 

Ben Frost stated that it may be that the property owner will get some help from the town when there is 

equipment on site but that is up to the Board of Selectmen. Rick Davies asked if the same owner owns 

both pieces of land and that was confirmed. It was decided that the Planning Board was in consensus 

on taking the step to send more information to the DOT and a vote was not necessary.  

AUBUCHON  
Rick Davies brought forth for discussion new information that had been received since the last meeting 

addressing the situation, which was a copy of an internal email regarding a contract and lease 

agreement between Market Basket and Aubuchon. Aedan Sherman stated that it sums up Market 

Baskets side from a landlord perspective. According to a lease agreement drawing included with this 

document showing outside storage, it’s not in the parking spaces. Aedan said it also corresponds to the 

site plan review that was reviewed at the last meeting. 

Rick Davies asked Barbara Annis if this was consistent with what they reviewed for the original site 

plan and she replied that they did not have this document at that time. Aedan Sherman said that in some 

of the meeting minutes that he read, they were talking about outside storage in the painted crosshatch 

area which is that same area. Ben Frost clarified that was on the propane tank side and Aedan Sherman 

said yes, there was outside storage on both sides with eight feet on the tank side. 

Barbara Annis asked if they had seen the minutes of Monday, March 3, 2003 and Rick Davies stated 

that was from the last meeting. Lois Lord said she had not handed out the document Barbara was 

referring to (which Barbara had given her on this date) because it had been included in the first packet 

of Aubuchon documents give out for the meeting on March 2, 2015. 

Rick Davies asked Barbara Annis what she was going to point out on the referenced document. She 

read the following from Page 2:  

Question: Ms. Annis: Will there be some type of barrier in front of the parking spaces, so that the cars 

can’t come too close to the building. 

Answer: Mr. Moran: In my experience, if you create a large enough barrier and it is painted, cars 

don’t pull up into the areas. We can introduce the concrete barriers, but they can create problems with 

the snow plows, etc.  
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Question: Ms. Annis: I don’t want the concrete barriers, You’ll delineate the area in some way? 

Answer: Mr. Moran: It will be painted with slash marks. 

She stated that Mr. Moran is acknowledging with the drawing, actual parking and walking areas. 

Various documents and when they had been received were discussed for clarification. Rick Davies read 

another section of the minutes as follows: 

A 10-ft buffer in front of the parking spaces on the side of the building is proposed, to create a safer 

environment for customers.  

and said that doesn’t talk about storage. 

Aedan Sherman read from the third page of the minutes: 

Question: Ms. McLaughlin: In light of what Mr. Mock has said, would it make sense to reduce the 

sidewalk area to 6 feet? That would minimize the amount of space being taken away from the travel 

areas.  

Answer: Mr. Moran: We could take the area down to 6 feet; we can request from the landlord that we 

be allowed to push the berm out a little bit further, to keep traffic a little bit further away. There is 

space on the property to do that. I think that the 30 feet of travel area is enough, but I would 

reluctantly reduce (the pedestrian area) to 8 feet. 

A few paragraphs down from there Aedan read the following: 

Question: Is that area ever used for sale items in the spring? Plants? 

Answer: Mr. Moran: The honest answer is that things could find their way out there, as things have 

found their way outside of Perkins’ – but to a much lesser extent. I think you’ll find a few lawnmowers 

and things like that. But with 8 feet, certainly that is enough room for a lawnmower display and 

pedestrian traffic. Our whole purpose is to cultivate the hardware store image.  

Rick Davies stated they are talking about 8 feet for a combination of pedestrian traffic and for 

lawnmowers and a few other items to be displayed and Aedan Sherman responded yes but not taking 

up parking spaces. Barbara Annis made the point of how much room the Christmas trees took up.  

Aedan Sherman said that it was mentioned to the Planning Board, in the original Aubuchon site plan 

review, that area might be used for storage but not to the extent it is being used. He also stated that 

what was told to the Planning Board is exactly the same as what is in the rental agreement document 

between Market Basket and Aubuchon and he feels the Planning Board is on the right track in what we 

are trying to do about the situation.  

Rick Davies then mentioned the draft letter that had been written by the Land Use Secretary. He asked 

if Aubuchon had come back in at a later date to ask for more storage area and after discussion it was 

determined that had not happened. Rick Davies also asked if the town had received anything from any 

residents. Lois Lord mentioned an email that had been included in the original packet of Aubuchon 

information.  

Rick Davies, in looking at some drawings of the parking area, noted that there were two of the same 

drawings, one dated 10/20/2003 (which was submitted with the Site Plan) and one dated 6/12/2007 

(which was part of the Market Basket/Aubuchon rental agreement). Aedan Sherman said perhaps 

someone had made a copy of the one from 2003 to include in the rental agreement dated 2007. The 

only difference between the two is that the 2003 drawing showed the propane tanks and the 2007 one 

did not. 

Rick Davies then asked for the Planning Boards consensus on if there would be a painted walkway 

with maybe some merchandise displayed there and the Planning Board was in agreement.  

Rick Davies mentioned the email that had been brought up earlier and that is was the cover sheet from 
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the Aubuchon packet that had been reviewed at the 3/2/2015 meeting. He stated that it was from a Dr. 

Sharda in 2013 and read from the email as follows: 

Aubuchon Hardware has taken up 60% of the available parking spots, with xmas trees and assorted 

products. Is this in their charter? As it is difficult to park.  

He asked if that was the only resident complaint we had record of and that was confirmed by Lois 

Lord. Rick Davies mentioned that Barbara Annis had brought it up prior to that. 

Regarding the draft letter to Aubuchon, Rick asked for clarification on the contacts on the letter for 

Market Basket and Aubuchon. Lois Lord said she had looked up both businesses on the internet and 

had seen Mr. Louglins name on some of the documents in the Land Use Office pertaining to Market 

Basket. Rick Davies stated that Steve Monette is the manager who has been at Aubuchon for quite 

some time. Aedan Sherman suggested that Lois Lord call the store to verify the correct manager for 

each one.  

In discussing the draft, it was noted that it should reference the Map and lot number, physical address 

and original approval date for Aubuchon. Rick Davies asked if the parking area in question was on the 

east side of the store (as the letter stated) or the south side. It was determined it is on the south side and 

the letter should be revised to show that.  

Rick Davies mentioned the second paragraph and the phrase that begins We have also received 

negative comment.  He also read the third paragraph which starts On a positive note… Aedan Sherman 

asked if we need that paragraph. Rick Davies stated he had a first comment to start the letter off with 

something like “You’re a great business to have in the town, we like you, however we need to have you 

work with us on a few things”. The second sentence could start as written; The Warner Planning Board 

is concerned with the ongoing storage….. 

Aedan Sherman agreed with idea of moving the third paragraph to the opening of the letter. Rick 

Davies asked, then how do we refer to what was approved specifically and should we point to the 

drawing.  Aedan Sherman asked if we should refer to the rental agreement map and Barbara Annis said 

we had just received that and it was not part of the original Site Plan documents.  

Rick Davies asked what good will it do to have the rental agreement and Aedan Sherman stated that 

was more of a Market Basket issue. Further discussion was held regarding the rental agreement 

document. Ken Millender said its wide open but only in the crosshatch area, not in the actual parking 

spaces. Rick Davies said that was a good point. Barbara Annis mentioned she had driven by the area on 

this day and there are hash marks across the area depicted on the drawing. Rick Davies asked if you 

were to park there, would you be right on the marks or would you see them in front of you and Barbara 

responded that you would see them in front of you.  

It was agreed to change the paragraph reading We would like to have you come to in to discuss this and 

propose some action on your part to rectify the situation to We would like to have you come to a 

Planning Board meeting to discuss this and propose some action on your part to rectify the situation. 

Rick Davies stated that he thought we should take out the sentence referring to negative comments for 

the time being. Ken Millender said we could change it to we have received a complaint or two from 

residents but that also has a negative connotation to it. Rick Davies asked for the Planning Boards 

thoughts on the letter and if it was okay to send out. He said that in the big picture down the road, there 

might be a store going in next door to Aubuchon which would change the layout of the site. The 

propane tanks would then be in a “funny” spot and there would be more cross pedestrian traffic which 

would make it imperative to have some of the current storage area in a different setting. At the same 

time, there is a loading dock directly in back of this area so that it’s an interesting mix. 

Ben Frost said that any alteration to the site will open up an evaluation of all the parking spaces. Rick 

Davies said he was hoping that at this point, something would have shown up for the proposed liquor 

store. Don Hall said it brings up a precarious question, that being, once the Planning Board approves 
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something and signs off on it; it clears them of all of their duties. But then you go back to the owner of 

the building that gives the renter approval to do this. So, who winds up with the overall authority? They 

are paying rent to Demoulas, Demoulas owns the building, and the Planning Board has signed off on it 

so who’s the winner. 

Aedan Sherman stated the Planning Board signed off on a plan that is not what they’re doing now, but 

what they said they were going to do. Don Hall stated that Demoulas gave them the authority and 

Aedan Sherman said they did not. According to that small map and the rental agreement, all of the 

display areas are inside of the cross hatch area. They did not give them the authority, according to that 

rental agreement map, to put it in the parking spaces. There was further discussion on the interpretation 

of the lease agreement letter and map. 

Ben Frost said that ultimately its Demoulas responsibility as owner of the property. Rick Davies then 

stated that in some respects, the letter being sent by the Planning Board should be addressed to Market 

Basket and not Aubuchon. He then asked for the decision letter on the Aubuchon site plan. Barbara 

Annis had a copy of it, dated November 3, 2003 and it is mostly to do with the propane tank. Rick 

Davies then stated there should be another, earlier decision letter.  

Rick Davies asked if the Planning Board was in approval of leaving it to himself and Lois Lord to craft 

a letter and find the decision letter and if something materially different was found, it would be brought 

back to the board. 

Ben Frost said that for the time being, he thinks it’s okay to address the letter to both managers of the 

stores because the Planning Board is not formally pursuing enforcement action at this time. Rick 

Davies said we would make sure to have the right manager for Market Basket and put his name first.  

The missing decision letter was discussed some more and a timeframe for it was arrived at as being in 

March of 2003. The decision itself was found in the meeting minutes of March 3, 2003 and Rick 

Davies read from minute meetings as follows: 

Ms. Annis made a motion to approve the plan as submitted, with the following exceptions: 

1. Except for the Propane Filling Station 

2. Modify the sidewalk area to 8-feet in width 

3. The size of the sign… 

 

Don Hall said that somewhere in there was also some discussion about the outside side door being 

installed and he doesn’t know how that plays into the overall picture. Rick Davies stated that in 

October, there is a picture showing the side door so it might be that we’re looking for a site plan that 

was approved. He asked Lois Lord if she had found a site plan for the Aubuchon site review and she 

said she had not. Rick then said that they must have submitted sketches only because the building itself 

was approved as part of Market Basket and at that time the Aubuchon part of the building was just a 

shell.  

 

Rick Davies then asked the board for a motion to proceed with the letter as discsussed, look at the 

decision and unless there are material differences which would come back to the board, it will be 

finalized and sent out.  

 

Aedan Sherman asked Lois Lord if she had received anything back from the Fire Chief on the 

Aubuchon situation. She stated she had emailed him the day after the March 2, 2015 meeting and again 

last week and had not received a reply. 

A MOTION made by Ben Frost and SECONDED by Aedan Sherman. All were in favor with a vote 

of 6-0-0. 

Rick Davies brought a housekeeping item to the Planning Board. He stated that at the previous 

meeting, the minutes of the February 2, 2015 meeting were approved. There were only two people 
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present that were there on February 2
nd

, so a lot of the votes of approval were from members who were 

not at the February 2
nd

 meeting. Rick Davies stated that he would like to reserve the right to have 

himself or Ben Frost read through those minutes, for possible revision. He said he had read through 

them and didn’t see anything he had a problem with. He asked Ben to read them before the next 

meeting and at that time, note any changes he found. 

  

7. WORK ON SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 

Rick Davies confirmed that everyone had a copy of their Subdivision Regulations that the Planning 

Board has been reviewing for revision. Discussion was held as to where the review had stopped at the 

last revision session.  

Ken Milender said he had some marks that the Planning Board had stopped before E. Water and Sewer 

Facilities. Barbara Annis stated that according to her notes, E.1 had been reviewed and was supposed 

to be reworded.  Lois Lord said that she thought either Ken Milender or Aedan Sheridan was going to 

reword that section. Rick Davies stated that he had a note by that section that read see draft. Lois Lord 

said she believes we had come up with a draft for that section at the meeting of February 11
th

, which 

was found in the meeting minutes from that date.  

Rick Davies read the draft for E.1 from those minutes as follows: 

Comply with the Warner Village Water District requirements for piping and system tie in (4/21) requirements if 

their system will be used by the development  to be changed to: 

Applicant must confer with Warner Village Water District for possibility of precinct usage and if so if 

possible, Water Village Water District must o.k. the piping and system components that will be used by 

that developer. 

It was noted that on the next to last line, Water Village Water District should read Warner Village 

Water District.  

Rick Davies said that was the discussion that was had, making sure that they show what they’re going 

to do. And that he didn’t think we had gotten to E.2 yet and that is what should be worked on now. 

E.2 Common Systems - Rick Davies stated this would be a water facility like the ones at Pleasant 

Lake and up at the college. Nothing is changed in this section until F. 

F. Time Limit to Complete – Rick Davies read the last sentence of this section (the major change), as 

follows: 

This time limit may be extended by mutual agreement of the subdivider and the Board of Selectmen Planning 

Board if an extension is requested, in writing, at least 30 days prior to the 3 year expiration date. The Planning 

Board shall hold a Public Hearing to review the request. (4/9).  

He asked if three years is the expiration date that is in the RSAs. Ben Frost said there is no statutory expiration 

and that the dates in statute feel it’s when vesting occurs, active and substantial after two years, substantial 

completion after five years. Rick Davies clarified with Ben that he started off by saying there is no time limit but 

said there is one of five years. Ben Frost said it is strictly a vesting question and after five years it still has not 

expired but if it is not substantially complete after five years, then it loses its protection against changes to the 

ordinance regulations. 

Rick Davies stated that in section F, we are trying to say that once you start it, we want you to finish it in three 

years. Ben Frost said that’s not inconsistent with the statute because the statute doesn’t say anything about it and 

he believes this regulation is a good idea. Aedan Sherman said he thought we had pulled this from somewhere 

else. Rick Davies stated there might be something in the Site Plan Review about it. He asked if we should 

quantify it as to whether or not it’s a good reason, or is we may extend it good enough. It was decided that it 

should be left as is.  
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Rick then mentioned the stipulation that the Planning Board shall hold a Public Hearing to review the request 

and asked if that would mean we would need to notify abutters. He said any decision that the Planning Board 

makes would need to be in a public meeting.  

Ben Frost clarified the fact that the Planning Board can hold a Public Hearing but we don’t have to. He said 

other than the deadline for action and completion of the improvement; it’s not changing the approval. Other than 

that extension of time, there should be no impact on neighbors. Rick Davies stated that the neighbors, in theory, 

at the time of approval, are pretty sure it’s going to be completed in three years. 

Don Hall asked how the Planning Board handled the plan at Brookside and if we gave the owner an extension. 

Rick Davies said the owner thought he was going to run out of time and came back looking for six more years, 

but the Planning Board told him to come back when it had run out. He, in effect wanted an early extension but 

the Planning Board did not do that. The Planning Board could not recall how that situation had concluded.  

Rick Davies suggested the wording the Planning Board might require a Public Hearing. It might make sense to 

have a Public Hearing in some cases, but may not be necessary to every situation. Ben Frost suggested that we 

either hold a Public Hearing for each situation or don’t hold one for any situation. 

Rick Davies stated that we are talking about Subdivisions here. An example of a scenario is a road going in on 

Phase Development and after a certain number of years they need to be at certain points that they’re not meeting 

because the economy is bad. So they need to extend it for another year and suggested the phrase be worded the 

Planning Board has the option to hold a Public Hearing. 

Don Hall mentioned the difficulties we have had in the past which have been discussed, as to not having enough 

information. He suggested calling the property owners back in and have them revisit the subdivision to see what 

they have to say about it.  Rick Davies said that we already  have the requirement in place, that they have to 

come back within at least 30 days prior to the three year expiration date.  

(At this time the voice recorder battery expired which was noticed after two minutes had gone by. It was 

replaced and the recording continued as follows :) 

Rick Davies asked for the Planning Boards decision on F. Ben Frost asked what is meant by the word 

improvements in the following sentence: At the time of the Planning Board’s approval of a Final Plat, the 

Planning Board may specify a time limit, not to exceed three (3) years, within which all required improvements 

caused in the course of the work performed in the development of the subdivision shall be completed. 

A discussion was had on what is considered an improvement and Rick Davies said he has used that word 

throughout the years, for anything that is being done at a site. Ben Frost asked if it’s granted bounds, a road, 

sewer or water lines, or utilities. Rick Davies stated is it all of those, or limited to those things as well. So, does 

this mean if they have three granite bounds to put in for a subdivision, they have three years to do it? Ben said 

that is what he’s asking and he feels it would helpful to have a definition of what an improvement is so that we 

know what actually has to be done within three years. 

Rick Davies asked what if they have a simple subdivision, two, three or four lots with no roads or sewer or water 

lines and do we have one scenario with a time of completion? Ben Frost said that all we need to do is to put in 

the bounds and that’s it. Rick Davies said he hasn’t been signing any subdivision plans until the Compliance 

Officer has submitted their report in that says the bounds are in. 

Ben Frost said that may be the only thing that’s required. Rick said if there’s a road system to go into a ten lot 

subdivision, I’m not going to wait to sign the plan. I will sign it, but it’s not completed and how does that work. 

Ben Frost said it has to be bond. Rick Davies replied that works, you sign it and it’s complete and you have the 

bond sitting there (a three year bond) and as part of the review process is renewed or something.  

Aedan Sherman asked if the bonds have terms and conditions, above and beyond whatever the Planning Board  

 

requires and do they set their own criteria as far as terms of completion. Rick Davies stated that the bond is 

usually for some document which is bonded, i.e. the plans and specifications (in a commercial project).  

Ben Frost stated that a performance bond or some other surety to insure the completion of a road, is typically 

something the Planning Board requires. Either the road is completed or the Planning Board has to take some 

surety for construction. That’s not true of a water or sewer line which statute does not cover. 

Discussion ensued on what is required in the city of Concord, and what types of roads could require a bond by 
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the town.  

Rick Davies mentioned the definition of improvements that had been suggested. Aedan Sherman said do we 

need that or should we transfer it into language like what we were just talking about. Rick Davies suggested the 

wording of all required lots, corners, road work, utility work, loaming and seeding and such, as indicated on the 

approved documents and said basically improvements are items that are not currently existing that are going to 

be on the approved documents. 

 

Aedan Sherman asked if we are looking for substantial completion or are we looking for completion of project in 

that time limit. Rick Davies stated that unless it’s defined otherwise it would be implied in the final completion. 

Don Hall asked how the Planning Board would handle a private situation as opposed to a town situation. If there 

were no dealings with the town maintaining the roads, if a separate corporation owned and maintained 

everything….Rick Davies interjected there may be two or three building but it’s all private to which Don agreed. 

A discussion was had as to whether or not you could put a bond on a privately owned entity and Rick said that 

you could have a bond on it to make sure it’s completed, even if it’s a private development.  

Aedan Sherman said that even with a private one, they would still have to adhere to all our building standards 

and codes. Rick Davies said there would be a Site Plan Review at that point and there could possibly be a 

Subdivision and a Site Plan. Aedan said if we can’t put a bond on it, maybe we should do something more with 

the language in the Site Plan Regulations as Rick was talking about earlier with the utilities for example. Rick 

stated the important thing would be the section being completed, i.e. top soil, rip rap, drainage, the complete 

system or systems. Aedan Sherman said it could be worded that way instead of having to specifically name them 

all. 

Rick Davies reiterated that the question is what is the definition of improvements. Ben Frost said he’s looking at 

RSA 674.36 III.B on statute limitations which says the regulations shall provide that, in lieu of the completion of 

street work and utility installations prior to the final approval of a plat, the planning board shall accept a 

performance bond, irrevocable letter of credit, or other type or types of credit, or other type or types of security 

as specified in the subdivision regulations; and said that it is talking about road construction, whether public or 

private it doesn’t distinguish, and utility installation, public and private. Ben went on to say that doesn’t mean 

wiring to buildings, but laying in the conduit and wires to provide service ultimately to buildings. He stated this 

should be a model for our thinking on what constitutes improvement and he would add to that, drainage and 

storm installations. Anything that relates to the public domain should be included.  

Ken Milender commented that Ben is talking about roads, drainage and utilities and Ben agreed. Don Hall said 

that one of the things that brings this to light, is the fact that our neighboring town at town meeting, just 

authorized the town to take over 1800 feet of privately owned road. That includes at least a dozen houses on that 

road, so the town is now responsible to bring that road up to date. That includes tree trimming, ditching and all 

of those things to bring it up to the town standards. 

 Ben Frost stated that he will work on the definition of “improvement” and that for consideration; he would ask 

that the Planning Board think about extending the time period to five years to line up with RSA 674.39 which 

has a different purpose but is the timeframe in which developers operate. 

Rick Davies stated that we need to think about the public hearing aspect as well. And without rewriting the 

whole book it would be best to at least get a quick summary and refer to it. 

8. PUBLIC COMMENT 

None 

9. PUBLIC COMMENT 

None 

10. ADJOURN 

Meeting ADJOURNED at 10:02:05 pm, by a vote of 6-0-0 on a MOTION made by Aedan Sherman 

and SECONDED by Ben Frost. 


